Start your career at CENTOGENE

CENTOGENE AG is an international biotechnology and genetic diagnostic company with offices worldwide. The company is based in Germany (Rostock and Berlin). CENTOGENE is the European market leader, and one of the global leaders, in genetic diagnostic analyses of rare inherited diseases. CENTOGENE provides the full spectrum of modern methods and technology for human genetics analysis; it is active in research and is constantly developing new and innovative products for human genetics. Our goal is the medical diagnosis of inherited diseases provided at the earliest possible moment, supporting the continual improvement of therapies for affected patients.

Due to our constant growth we are looking for support of our Marketing team. Therefore we are seeking for a Marketing Intern/Student (m/f) located in Rostock.

Job description:
• Support the team in all marketing activities including:
• Development of Marketing campaigns across all channels and products
• Organization of conferences and events
• Content development for our Social Media Channels and Website

This is a great learning opportunity in 360° marketing in one of Germany’s upcoming biopharma companies. We have a great team in place and are fun to work with!

Your profile:
• Student of Business Administration, Marketing Communication or related fields
• Eager to learn and hands on
• Fluent in spoken and written English (we are a multinational team)
• Strong team player

What we can offer:
• A permanent Student Job, or an Internship (+3 months or longer)

Our company appreciates initiative, professionalism and creativity, and we continuously challenge our employees to advance their education and professional experience. Become part of a dynamic company. An international and innovative team of world class clinicians, scientists, IT professionals, sales and business managers is awaiting you.

Please send your application including the Job ID per mail as a single pdf to jobs@centogene.com. If you have any questions please contact Daniela Osterholz (HR) at +49 381 203652201.